canonical pairs were identified from the lowest energy base-paired structure of each hairpin that was consistent with the native secondary structure. This procedure yielded the following internal loop pairs: C11-A21, A48-A78, A49-A77, A50-C76, A54-U73, A55-A72, A88-A112, G90-A111, U92-U109, A140-U153, A141-A152, G173-A193, and A174-A189. These pairs were restrained using the same scheme as described in the main text.
For each simulation, we computed the fraction of (α h , β h , γ h ) angles sampled between helices, the mutual information between different (α h , β h , γ h ) angles, and the ΔG topo of forming different tertiary interactions. All analyses revealed negligible differences when compared to the main text simulation (for example, see error bars in Figure 4 , 6).
Free energy of forming end-to-end contacts for an ideal chain
For an ideal polymer chain, the probability of forming end-to-end contacts can be computed according to: is used as the internal reference. are also counted as a single pivot. Note that 1-nt bulges were not counted as pivots because their conformational freedom is severely limited by topological constraints (5). In (B), the non-native path between L9 and J8 could alternatively be drawn through J8/7, yielding only three pivots.
However, the tight coupling between P3 and P8 and long length of J8/7 makes the alternative path through P3 better for approximating the degrees of freedom separating L9 and J8. are denoted using black, dark gray, medium gray, and light gray, respectively. We note that MI norm computed using P4 as the internal reference helix (as in Figure S1C ) either shows no increase, or decreases modestly in the TH-restrained simulation; this is because the MI norm from the vantage of P4 is dominated by global motions of P3, P7, P8, and P9, which are attenuated by the additional constraints posed by the TH. Values shown for the unrestrained simulation in (A-C) were computed using only the first 10 9 simulation steps and hence are decreased relative to those reported in the main text; this undersampling is needed to perform fair comparisons to the shorter TH-restrained simulation.
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